Computation of tactile object properties requires the integrity of praxic skills.
We describe a series of experiments to examine the tactile identification of objects over the course of neurological recovery in a patient with an intracerebral haemorrhage involving the left inferior and superior parietal lobe. Tactile agnosia in this case involved the ipsilesional as well as the contralesional hand, allowing us to observe the effects of dominant parietal lobe damage without the confounding effects of hemiparesis. The findings demonstrate that both apraxia and tactile apperceptive agnosia may result from a unilateral lesion involving the left parietal lobe. The findings further suggest that the computation of macro-geometrical and micro-geometrical tactile object properties is dissociable. Macro-geometrical tactile analysis depends on intact programming of exploratory hand movements, while the role of such movements in micro-geometrical analysis is less clear.